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This is a new edition of the second volume of the Nuttall-s list of summits of
England and Wales. This book (Volume 2) sets out the 253 mountains in
England which reach the height of 2000ft, including the most recently
designated summits of Honister Crag & Birks Fell.

Illustrated with the authors- sketches and maps, the walker is taken to
England-s 2000ft summits in a selection of 58 walks. By completing the
walks, the reader will ascend all the English 2000ers and experience the
highlights the Lake District, Cheviots, Pennines, Dales, Peaks and Dartmoor
have to offer. The Welsh mountains are explored in the first volume.

Key marketing points
• Second edition includes new 'Nuttall' summit
• Covers the 253 mountains in England
• Includes walks in the Lake District, Cheviots, Pennines, Dales, Peaks and

Dartmoor.
•

About the author
John and Anne Nuttall have compiled a list of all the hills over 2000ft in
England and Wales, and have constructed walks that take the enthusiast to
them on the most enjoyable paths. Together with The Mountains of England
and Wales Volume 1: Wales, they have established a tradition of collecting
'Nuttalls' comparable to Munro bagging. When not roaming the hills, they
live in Cheshire with their family.

Related books
9781852845162 - Great Mountain Days in the Lake District
9781852845940 - The Mountains of England and Wales: Vol 1 Wales
9781852846503 - Great Mountain Days in the Pennines
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